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Lionel Standard Gauge Blue Comet Set

400E Distant Control Steam Engine with Brass Trim

11-1009-1 Proto-Sound 2.0 $899.95

11-1009-0 Traditional $899.95

Originally Cataloged from 1931-1939

Two Tone Blue with Brass Trim- Std. Gauge Blue Comet Coach (Tuttle)

11-40023 $379.95

Two Tone Blue with Brass Trim - Std. Gauge Blue Comet Baggage Car

(Olbers)

11-40022 $379.95

A Lionel 

First!



"The Greatest Achievement in
Model Railroading - Beauty,
Speed and Service That Has

Never Been Surpassed"
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he largest and most powerful model loco-

motive ever built," proclaimed the 1931 cat-

alog that introduced the 400E. Lionel

spared no hyperbole in announcing its new steam

engine: "Never before in the history of model train

building has such a powerful locomotive been offered

the American boy. This new 400E is the master of them

all — a veritable giant of the rails. 

"In its creation, Lionel engineers have faithfully repro-

duced in steel, copper, brass and nickel, all of those fine

and minute details that are found only in the largest,

most modern railroad engines. Its long, low lines, its

beauty of color and design and its mechanical precision

opens the door for every boy to greater fun and enjoy-

ment."

The catalog cover depicted a real engineer praising the

model to a pair of knicker-clad boys: "'Just like mine' says

Bob Butterfield, engineer of the 20th Century Limited."

Apparently the engineer of the New York Central 4-6-4

Hudson ignored the fact that the 400E was short one set

of drivers, to enable it to negotiate standard gauge curves.

The inside of the catalog featured three more engineers

praising the realism of Lionel's models, with the slogan

"Lionel trains are the trains railroad men buy for their

boys." Outfit No. 423E, a freight set headed by the 400E,

would set you back $72.50 in 1931 — about the same

price as a train trip from Chicago to San Francisco,

including a sixteen-day stay in the city by the bay.
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Blue Comet 3-Car Passenger Set with Brass Trim

11-40021 $1099.95


